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Abstract. A large experimental literature is devoted to studying discrimination. An important question for policymakers and firms is what drives the discrimination uncovered by those experiments. However, motivations are hard to determine when decision makers pay selective attention to information because their learning is private. We overcome this challenge by deriving conditions on average outcomes that reveal decision makers are prejudiced no matter what they learn about individuals in each demographic group before making their decisions. This provides a test of prejudice that is general, simple, and robust and that can potentially be used to identify prejudice in a wide range of important settings, such as hiring, consumer lending, and housing access. We demonstrate our test of prejudice using two influential labor market experiments.
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1. Introduction

Discrimination is a pressing issue for society and the management and regulation of firms, and a large experimental literature is devoted to its study. Experiments—in both the laboratory and the field—provide evidence in a wide range of settings that decisions can change when they are made about members of different demographic groups. For example, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) find that hiring managers are less likely to call back candidates with otherwise identical resumes that have traditionally African American names, and Reuben et al. (2014) find that employers in a laboratory experiment are less likely to hire a female candidate to complete a task in which females perform equally as well as males.

For policymakers and firms, it is important to know what drives such discrimination. The economic literature distinguishes primarily between preference- and belief-based channels of discrimination. Prejudice (taste- or preference-based discrimination) occurs when decisions differ across groups because the decision maker obtains different utility from outcomes depending on group identity (Becker 1957). Statistical discrimination (belief-based discrimination) occurs when decisions differ across groups because a decision maker holds different but correct beliefs about each group (Arrow 1971, Phelps 1972).

Unfortunately, a decision maker’s motivations can be hard to determine when learning is private (not observable to outsiders) because an analyst cannot directly assess all of the factors that enter into the decision maker’s choices. For instance, what aspects of a candidate’s appearance factor into a hiring manager’s decision about whether to hire that candidate? Or, when quickly scanning a candidate’s resume, what information does a hiring manager extract before deciding whether to call back that candidate? This identification challenge is especially pronounced in settings in which discrimination is impacted by selective attention that depends on group identity. For example, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004, p. 1011) note that “employers receive so many resumes that they may use quick heuristics in reading these resumes. One such heuristic could be to simply read no further when they see an African-American name.” Without knowing the information to which decision makers attend, it becomes even harder to determine what factors enter into the decision maker’s choices.

We overcome this identification challenge by deriving conditions on outcomes that reveal prejudice regardless of what decision makers learn about individuals in each demographic group. These conditions provide a test for prejudice that is robust to any form of private learning. The key to this test is to compare outcomes across decisions and groups, which is possible with the right experimental design. For example, we show that decision makers are prejudiced regardless of what they could have learned if unhired women are more productive than hired men.
If our test does not indicate prejudice, then the decision maker’s behavior can be explained as if the decision maker’s choices are free of prejudice for some private learning. This does not mean that the decision maker’s choices are actually free of prejudice given what the decision maker learned. The fact that our test allows for any form of private learning means that we give as many opportunities as possible for the decision maker’s behavior to be explained as if it is free of prejudice. Thus, our test has lower power but provides strong evidence of prejudice. Despite its power, we find that our test provides new evidence of prejudice in two well-known discrimination experiments.

We first demonstrate our test using the laboratory experiment of Reuben et al. (2014), in which employers were incentivized to hire the more productive of two candidates based on the information provided in each treatment: appearance, past performance, and/or candidate predictions for future performance. Our robust test provides suggestive evidence of prejudice against women in the “decision then cheap talk” treatment (in which initial hiring decisions are made based only on the appearance of candidates) because unhired women were more productive than hired men.

This condition reveals prejudice because it implies that the employer’s threshold belief for hiring women must be above the threshold belief for hiring men. In this treatment, the probability of an unhired woman being more productive was 52.2%, and the probability of a hired woman being more productive was 64.4%, so the employer’s threshold belief of productivity for hiring women is bounded between these rates. Likewise, the probability of an unhired man being more productive was 35.6%, and the probability of a hired man being more productive was 47.8%, so the threshold belief for hiring men is bounded between these rates. Because the probability of an unhired woman being more productive (52.2%) exceeds the probability of a hired man being more productive (47.8%), the employer’s threshold belief for hiring women must be above the threshold belief for hiring men, indicating that the employer is prejudiced against women. This conclusion holds regardless of what employers learn about male and female candidates based on their appearance.

We also extend our test to allow for prejudice in the decision maker’s selection motive. This occurs when the decision maker positively selects for a trait in one group and negatively selects for the same trait in another group. For example, an employer calls back more productive White applicants yet—perhaps to abide by antidiscrimination laws in letter but not in spirit—calls back less productive African American applicants. To increase its applicability, we also show that our test for prejudice in selection motive remains true as long as observed outcomes correlate sufficiently with true outcomes.

We demonstrate this form of prejudice using the field experiment of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004). In their experiment, names that strongly signal gender and race were randomly added to fictitious resumes of subjectively high and low quality. When these resumes were sent to prospective employers, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) observed a strong disparity in callbacks depending on the race of the name applied to a resume. Revisiting their data, we find evidence of prejudice in selection motive at the intersection of gender and race. In contrast to all other intersectional groups, the probability of a callback for an African American male decreases with resume quality from 7.4% for low-quality resumes to 4.3% for high-quality resumes. To the best of our knowledge, the negative return to resume quality at the intersection of race and gender in the experiment of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) is not documented previously. Such a discrepancy in the sign (as opposed to the magnitude) of the effect of quality provides evidence that employers are prejudiced in their selection motive regardless of what information they glean from the resumes they receive. Moreover, a difference in callbacks by resume quality implies that hiring managers are paying attention to resume details.

Our paper provides three main contributions. First, we introduce a test of prejudice that is both general and simple, which we demonstrate using well-known labor market experiments by Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) and Reuben et al. (2014). With the appropriate experimental design, researchers, policymakers, and firms can use our test to look for prejudice in other important settings, such as consumer lending and housing access decisions.

Second, by leveraging data on outcomes across decisions and groups, we are able to offer an outcome test of prejudice that does not require observing marginal decisions. In the first outcome test, Becker (1957) shows that a decision maker is prejudiced if there are differences in outcomes across groups at the margin. For instance, his test identifies prejudice against applicants if, at the margin, the hired applicants of one group are more productive than the hired applicants of another group. However, a limitation of the Becker test is that it is often difficult to identify marginal decisions, and it is shown that the test can produce misleading conclusions about prejudice if it is applied to average (inframarginal) outcomes (see Ross and Yinger 1999, Ayres 2002). In a groundbreaking paper, Knowles et al. (2001) show that a comparison of average observed outcomes across groups is a valid test of prejudice in their game-theoretic model because average and marginal outcomes coincide in equilibrium. In other words, there is no selection on outcomes in equilibrium. However, experimental data on treated and untreated outcomes allows us to simultaneously...
test (and reject) this lack of selection as well as offer a new test that does not suffer from the inframarginality problem of the Becker outcome test.

Third, by leveraging data on outcomes across decisions and groups, we are also able to offer a test of prejudice that is more robust to private learning than existing outcome tests. This robustness is especially valuable in settings in which there is unobservable and selective attention. However, because robustness can decrease the power of a test, we view our test as complementary to these existing tests. For instance, our test can easily be run alongside the test of Anwar and Fang (2006), who develop an alternative outcome test that looks for differences in the rank order of average outcomes across decision makers of different demographic groups. In addition, Arnold et al. (2018) and Marx (2022) develop more powerful tests that jointly use information on decisions and outcomes. A common theme of these existing tests is that they assume away variation in information across decision makers in order to attribute exogenous variation in observed behavior to differences in preferences. However, such assumptions have been questioned recently in settings such as judicial decision making (Frandsen et al. 2019, Gelbach 2021). This underscores the value of a robust approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides our model of decision making across groups, and Section 3 formally introduces our outcome test and provides a demonstration using the experiment of Reuben et al. (2014). Section 4 provides our extension to prejudice in selection motive and demonstrates this extension using the experiment of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004). Section 5 discusses the implications of incorrect beliefs for our test and this extension.

2. Model of Decision Making

We first present the simple model of decision making across groups that motivates our test. There is a continuum of individuals, each of whom belong to an observable group $g \in \{m, w\}$. For each individual, there is an imperfectly observed state $s \in \{0, 1\}$, which can be interpreted as the individual’s type. There is also a decision maker (DM), who makes a decision $d \in \{0, 1\}$ about each individual. For example, this can be an employer who decides whether to hire ($d = 1$) or not hire ($d = 0$) candidates of different race/ethnicity (minority or white) or of different gender (men or women), when each candidate can be of high ($s = 1$) or low ($s = 0$) future productivity. Let $P_g(d, s)$ denote the joint probability of decision $d$ and state $s$ for group $g$.

We assume the DM makes each decision as follows. First, for each individual in a group, the DM receives a signal of the state and forms a posterior belief $\gamma$ about the probability of state $s = 1$ by updating a prior belief $\mu_g$. For now, we assume that the DM’s prior is correct so that $\mu_g = P_g(s = 1)$. We summarize the signal process for each group with an information structure, defined as a discrete conditional distribution of posteriors conditional on the state, $\pi_g(\gamma | s)$, with the unconditional distribution of posteriors denoted by $\pi_g(\gamma) = \mu_g \pi_g(\gamma | s = 1) + (1 - \mu_g) \pi_g(\gamma | s = 0)$. The prior and information structure each may vary by group. However, the DM’s beliefs are internally consistent with Bayes’ rule:

$$\gamma = \frac{\mu_g \pi_g(\gamma | s = 1)}{\pi_g(\gamma)} \quad (1)$$

for all groups $g$, states $s$, and posteriors $\gamma$ reached with positive probability given the information structure.

Given posterior beliefs $\gamma$, the DM implements for each group $g$ the decision $d$ with probability $\sigma_g(d | \gamma)$. The joint probability of deciding $d$ in state $s$ is thus,

$$P_g(d, s) = P_g(s) \sum_\gamma \pi_g(\gamma | s) \sigma_g(d | \gamma). \quad (2)$$

The decision rule $\sigma_g$ maximizes expected utility based on a possibly group-dependent Bernoulli utility function $u_g(d, s)$ with $u_g(0, s) = u_g(1, s)$ for some state $s$. When the DM wants to match high states with high actions, it is without loss of generality to parameterize the utility function as

$$u_g(d, s) = d[s - t_g], \quad (3)$$

where $t_g \in [0, 1]$. The parameter $t_g$ is a cost that determines the threshold posterior belief above which it is strictly optimal for the DM to take the decision $d = 1$.

The DM is defined to exhibit prejudice against group $w$ if

$$t_w > t_m. \quad (4)$$

A prejudiced DM may have different preferences over decisions across groups even when beliefs about the state are the same.

An analyst observes the group-conditional joint distributions $P_g(d, s)$ for each group $g$. For simplicity, we restrict attention to observed distributions in which $P_g(d, s) \in (0, 1)$ for all $d, s$. The analyst wants to determine whether the DM is prejudiced and against whom. Next, we propose such a test.

3. Our Test

Our test for prejudice bounds the threshold $t_g$ by the conditional outcome probabilities given by $P(s = 1 | d)$ and finds evidence of prejudice when the bounds across groups do not overlap.
Theorem 1. For each group $g$, suppose that $P_g(s), P_g(d)$ ∈ (0, 1) and that the DM behaves according to our model with correct prior beliefs $p_{g} = P_g(s = 1)$. Then, for each group $g$, the threshold $t_g$ is sharply bounded by conditional outcome probabilities:

$$P_g(s = 1 | d = 0) \leq t_g \leq P_g(s = 1 | d = 1).$$  

Hence, there is evidence of prejudice against group $w$ if

$$P_w(s = 1 | d = 0) > P_m(s = 1 | d = 1).$$  

In the context of hiring decisions, our test reveals prejudice against women if unhired female applicants are henceforth more productive (on average) than hired male applicants. In that case, an unbiased employer could have done better by replacing hired male applicants with unhired female applicants.

The bounds on thresholds contain the overall outcome probability $P_g(s = 1)$, and therefore, $t_g = P_g(s = 1)$ is always consistent with the model. This implies that, if prior probabilities are equal across groups ($P_w(s = 1) = P_m(s = 1)$), then no prejudice ($t_w = t_m$) is always consistent with the model. Specifically, all variation in choices between groups can be attributed to variations in a simple form of learning: for each group, receiving one signal for hiring (above the common threshold $t_w = t_m$) and one signal for not hiring (below the common threshold) but having these signals arrive with different probabilities for each group. Thus, a necessary condition for our test to uncover robust evidence of prejudice is that the outcome probabilities differ by group. Moreover, to uncover robust evidence of prejudice against a group, the outcome probabilities must be higher for that group. For example, a necessary condition for uncovering robust evidence of prejudice against women in the hiring context is that women must be more productive, $P_w(s = 1) > P_m(s = 1)$. Otherwise, hired male employees are more productive than average female applicants, who are, in turn, more productive than unhired female applicants.

We interpret the necessary ranking between unconditional outcomes in two more constructive ways. First, the condition suggests the kinds of tasks or applications on which firms, regulators, and researchers may wish to focus if their aim is to test for prejudice in a theoretically robust way: specifically, tasks in which the discriminated group performs better (Theorem 1) or is perceived to perform better (Proposition 3 in the online appendix). Second, the logic of Theorem 1 can be applied conditional on any realizations of covariates that are also in the decision maker’s information set. For example, suppose the decision maker and researcher observe a correlate of applicant quality that does not otherwise enter preferences, such as GPA; then our test would uncover prejudice if unhired African American applicants with high GPAs were more productive than hired White applicants with low GPAs.

3.1. Empirical Application

In an already influential experiment, Reuben et al. (2014) investigate how stereotypes about gender and mathematical ability affect the career opportunities of women relative to men and how this varies with the provision of information to prospective employers. Experiment participants were assigned to one of four treatments that varied employers’ information about candidates’ performance on a math task.

In the “cheap talk” treatment, employers were provided candidates’ self-reported expected performance, and in the “past performance” treatment, employers were provided verifiable information about candidates’ performance on a previous task. We concentrate our attention on the other two treatments. In the “decision then cheap talk” treatment, employers made an initial employment decision with no additional information beyond appearance and then made a second employment decision after being provided information about self-reported expected performance. In the “decision then past performance” treatment, employers also made an initial employment decision with no additional information beyond appearance and then made a second employment decision after being provided information on performance on a previous task. In the subsequent task, employers were incentivized to hire the better performing candidate, who we, therefore, label as being productive. Because we only analyze decisions over mixed-gender pairs, we define the female and male productivity rates as the percentage of times candidates of each gender were productive, and we say one group was more productive if it had the higher productivity rate.

Their study finds large differences in hiring rates between male and female candidates when employers had no information beyond appearance (the initial employment decisions in the “decision then cheap talk” and “decision then past performance” treatments) despite the fact that men and women were, on average, similarly productive in the task. Additional information about candidates’ self-reported expected performance in the “decision then cheap talk” treatment did not reduce these differences in the second hiring decision because employers did not fully internalize that male candidates relatively overstated their expected performance. Additional information about candidates’ performance on a previous task in the “decision then past performance” treatments did reduce differences between men and women in the second hiring decision but did not eliminate them.

A natural question is whether the observed hiring differences between male and female candidates provide evidence of prejudice or whether this behavior can instead be rationalized by (correct) statistical
discrimination. To answer this question, we apply our robust outcome test established in Theorem 1. We begin by focusing attention on the experiment’s “decision then cheap talk” treatment because our test provides evidence of prejudice in this treatment and decisions in this treatment provide a useful demonstration of key features of our test. Namely, women’s superior productivity in this treatment makes it possible to find evidence of prejudice against women, whereas the variation in informativeness illustrates the power of our test.

Figure 1 provides a visual summary of productivity rates both before and after receiving cheap talk information. Additionally, Table 1 in the online appendix provides a tabular summary of productivity rates and their standard errors across treatments. Based on these rates, our test finds evidence of prejudice when employers received no information beyond appearance (left panel) because unhired women are more productive (52.2%) than hired men (47.8%). This evidence is only suggestive because we fail to reject the null hypothesis that hired men are at least as productive as unhired women at conventional levels ($p = 0.28$). However, this test of significance is at the lower bound of prejudice, which is given by the difference between 52.2% and 47.8%. The upper bound of prejudice is given by the difference between the productivity of hired women (64.4%) and the productivity of unhired men (35.6%).

After receiving cheap talk information (right panel), the distribution of productivity is held fixed, but employers are better at discerning productivity, and so unhired women are less productive than hired men (42.6% versus 57.4%). As a result, whereas hired women are significantly more productive than hired men (84.9% versus 57.4%), observed outcomes can be rationalized without prejudice as statistical discrimination based on some unobserved learning about the state. Specifically, employer decisions are consistent with having a gender-neutral threshold and receiving a very positive signal of productivity for a small group of women and a weaker but still positive signal for a larger group of men. This does not mean that employers are no longer prejudiced after receiving cheap talk information; it does mean that their choices can be represented as if they are no longer prejudiced.

We conclude by relating our test and results to the experimental design. Our test is valid in spite of additional structure in the experiment, namely, that, for each pair of candidates, exactly one candidate is more productive.

---

**Figure 1.** Test for Prejudice in the “Decision Then Cheap Talk” Treatment of Reuben et al. (2014)

---

**Notes.** As in their analysis, standard errors are computed from a probit regression with random effects and clustering at the employer level. Because employers were incentivized to choose the higher performing candidate in each pair, a group’s productivity rate is defined as the percentage of mixed-gender pairs in which candidates of that group were higher performing. For initial decisions (before employers received “cheap talk” information) our test uncovers evidence of prejudice because unhired women are more productive than hired men (see left panel). For second decisions (after employers received “cheap talk” information), our test cannot rule out that differences in conditional outcome probabilities between men and women are the result of statistical discrimination instead of prejudice (see right panel).
least half of the time. Our test also shows why, if the researcher’s goal is to assess the existence of prejudice against women, it may be more informative to use a task that is performed better by women than men. In contrast, a justification for the arithmetic task used by Reuben et al. (2014) was that it was performed equally well by men and women. Still, our robust test provides suggestive evidence of prejudice in their experiment because women perform slightly better than men. That our test provides any evidence of prejudice is noteworthy because the unconditional productivity rates are similar across genders.

However, our empirical results are more safely interpreted as a proof of concept of the test in experimental data rather than as conclusive evidence of taste-based discrimination. We emphasize two caveats in addition to the lack of statistical significance. First, the “no information” decision in the “no information then cheap talk” and the “decision then past performance” treatments are the same ex ante (up to forward-looking concerns). Yet our pointwise evidence of prejudice is not robust to pooling the treatment samples because women perform, on average, less productive than men.\(^{15}\) Second, our conclusions assume that prior beliefs are correct in the sense of agreeing with treatment group averages. We discuss the possibility and effects of incorrect prior beliefs in the experiment in the online appendix.

4. Selection Motive
So far, we assume that the DM wants to match decisions to the state: \(d = s\). In other words, the DM selects for the state. Our focus in this section is on empirically identifying the selection motive and group-dependent disparities therein. We say that a DM exhibits prejudice in selection motive against group \(m\) if the decision maker appears to select for the state for group \(w\) and against the state for group \(m\).\(^{16}\) Formally, this means

\[
u_w(d, s) = d[s - t_w]\quad\text{and}\quad u_m(d, s) = -d[s - t_m].\tag{7}
\]

For example, a prejudiced employer who has to comply with antidiscrimination laws may do so in letter but not in spirit by calling back (or hiring) White applicants who are more likely to be productive and African American applicants who are less likely to be productive in the anticipation that less qualified applicants will not proceed to the next stage. In that case, the employer selects for productivity among White applicants but against productivity among African American applicants. As with our previous notion of prejudice, prejudice in selection motive is a preference-based source of differences in decisions. Next, we show how the selection motive (and, thus, prejudice) is identified by a simple comparison of conditional outcome or decision probabilities.

**Proposition 1.** For each group \(g\), suppose that \(P_g(d, s) \in (0, 1)\) and that the DM behaves according to our model with a prior belief \(\mu_s\). Then, for each group \(g\), selection for the state is identified by a strict ordering of conditional outcome probabilities

\[
P_g(s = 1 | d = 0) < P_g(s = 1 | d = 1) \tag{8}
\]

or decision probabilities

\[
P_g(d = 0 | s = 1) < P_g(d = 1 | s = 1). \tag{9}
\]

Analogously, selection against the state is identified by the reverse ordering. Therefore, the test finds evidence of prejudice in the selection motive against group \(m\) if the conditional outcome probabilities are inversely ranked across groups:

\[
P_m(s = 1 | d = 1) < P_m(s = 1 | d = 0)
\]

and

\[
P_m(s = 1 | d = 1) > P_m(s = 1 | d = 0). \tag{10}
\]

Identification of the selection motive is even more robust in the sense that it does not require perfect observability of the state \(s\). Instead, let \(\hat{s} \in \{0, 1\}\) denote an imperfect proxy for the DM’s state that is observed by the researcher and let \(\hat{\gamma} (\hat{s} | s)\) denote an information structure of posteriors conditional on the observed proxy. For example, in a correspondence CV study, the researcher may devise “good” and “bad” resumes \(\hat{s}\) that correlate with the true productivity or qualifications \(s\) for which employers want to select. To identify the selection motive, it is enough to assume that higher observed proxy realizations induce stochastically higher posterior beliefs over the state.

**Proposition 2.** Suppose the proxy \(\hat{s} = 1\) leads to stochastically higher posterior beliefs over the state (distributions of posteriors across proxies are first order stochastically ordered):

\[
\hat{\gamma} (\cdot | \hat{s} = 1) \succeq \text{FOSD} \hat{\gamma} (\cdot | \hat{s} = 0). \tag{11}
\]

Then, the selection motive is identified as in Proposition 1 upon replacing the true but unobserved stated \(s\) with the observed but imperfect proxy \(\hat{s}\).

Next, we apply our generalized result for identifying prejudice in selection motive to the correspondence CV study of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004).

4.1. Empirical Application
In an influential study, Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) randomly assign names that strongly signal race and gender to fictitious resumes and find significant evidence of differences in decisions in the labor market: candidates with African American names were called back significantly less often by employers relative to candidates with White names. In addition, the study
finds that the returns to resume quality were lower for candidates with African American names.\textsuperscript{17}

As is well-known, data on decisions alone cannot identify whether a difference in decisions across groups is the result of preference-based prejudice, information-based statistical discrimination, or both. However, Proposition 2 provides a test of preference-based prejudice in selection motive if we assume that resume quality is an imperfect proxy for the true state important to employers (e.g., productivity). If there is no prejudice in selection motive, then the ordering of callback rates across resume quality (or resume quality across callback rates) should be independent of race. Allowing for the possibility of intersectional prejudice, the same ordering should be independent of race interacted with gender.

For consistency with the original study, we apply our test in terms of callback rates.

Figure 2 plots the callback rates across resume quality for each intersectional group. Additionally, Table 2 in the online appendix provides a tabular summary of callback rates and their standard errors across intersectional groups, cities, and job types. Our main finding is that resume quality decreases the callback rate (only) for African American men. The mean callback rate for low-quality resumes with the names of African American men is 7.4%, yet the mean callback rate for high-quality resumes with the names of African American men is only 4.3%. The null hypothesis that the callback rate for African American men is weakly increasing in quality is rejected at the 90% level of confidence ($p = 0.063$).\textsuperscript{18} To the best of our knowledge, this finding is new. The original study of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) finds significant evidence of lower but positive returns to quality across race. Such differences in magnitude may be a product of statistical discrimination. In contrast, our results disaggregated by race and gender indicate negative returns to quality among African American males. Such differences in sign are not easily explained by statistical discrimination. In our simple framework, a difference in sign constitutes evidence of preference-based prejudice in the selection motive.\textsuperscript{19}

Furthermore, the finding of negative returns to quality for African American men has an implication for selective attention. In order for there to be a difference in callback rates across quality at all, it must be that employers are paying at least some attention to resume details beyond the names provided. However, the employers then appear to use the acquired information to select against quality among African American men.

We conclude by discussing interpretations of our result. In a model with binary actions and states, it is without loss of generality to interpret the observed decision behavior as being generated by a preference to select against quality among African American men. For example, an employer calls back more productive

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{effect_of_resume_quality_on_callback_rate.png}
\caption{Mean Callback Rates by Subjective Resume Quality Across Race–Gender Pairs in the Study of Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004)}
\end{figure}

Notes. Similar to their table 5, standard errors are corrected for clustering at the employment–ad level in a probit regression of the callback dummy on a full interaction of race, gender, and resume quality. The main finding is that callback rates increase in resume quality for all groups except for African American men. In our framework, a racial difference in the sign of the effect of resume quality on callback rates constitutes evidence of prejudice in employers’ selection motive.
White applicants yet—perhaps to abide by antidiscrimination laws in letter but not in spirit—calls back less productive African American applicants. Alternative explanations of our finding are also possible, particularly if we enrich the state space underlying decisionmaker preferences. For example, employers could favor African American men with lower quality resumes in the sense that the employers seek to help candidates they perceive to have been underprivileged. However, in that case, we might expect to see higher callback rates among low-quality African American men than their low-quality peers, which we do not. Alternatively, employers may be less likely to call back high-quality African American men if callbacks are costly for employers and employers view African American men with high-quality resumes as unlikely to accept their offer because of strong competing offers. Also, the nature of the jobs that call back low- and high-quality applicants may differ in a way that correlates with race. For example, low-quality African American men may be receiving callbacks primarily from “lower quality” sales positions. However, we observe prejudice in the selection motive across all three job types to which the resumes of African American males were sent (managerial positions, sales representative positions, and retail sales positions).

5. Incorrect Beliefs

Many standard tests for prejudice, including the classic test of Becker (1957), assume that the DM’s prior and posterior beliefs are, on average, correct. This may not be the case, especially in settings in which there is already a concern about potential discrimination. However, our test for prejudice is robust to many forms of belief-updating biases. For example, consider one of the most well-documented forms of updating bias, by which the DM is conservative in updating. In that case, if unhired women are more productive than hired men, the highest (incorrect) posterior belief at which women are not hired is still above the lowest (incorrect) posterior belief at which hired men are hired. This is also the case for other forms of conservatism, such as confirmation bias (not fully updating after signals that go against the prior) and asymmetric belief updating based on prejudicial preferences (not fully updating after signals that go against preferences).

In addition, our test of prejudice in the selection motive (Proposition 1) does not require the DM to hold correct prior beliefs. On the other hand, our baseline test of prejudice (Theorem 1) does require that prior beliefs coincide with the observed distribution of the state for both groups. This is a general limitation of outcome-based tests for prejudice. As shown recently by Bohren et al. (2019), it is not possible to identify prejudice without assumptions or information on prior beliefs even with strong parametric assumptions and perfect observability of the decision maker’s learning process. Nevertheless, a decision maker’s prior can be incorrect for a number of reasons. For instance, the beliefs can be distorted by stereotyping (e.g., Bordalo et al. 2016) or because the experimental distribution of the outcomes deviates from the population in ways of which decision makers are unaware. The latter can happen, for instance, if the DM does not appreciate selection into the experiment. It can also happen in field studies when random assignment of quality by demographic group is independent of the distribution in the field (as is often the case in correspondence studies).

However, there is a simple solution for our test in experimental settings: eliciting prior beliefs. In the online appendix, we provide and empirically apply a result (Proposition 3 in the online appendix) that expresses joint bounds on a decision maker’s preferences and prior beliefs. These bounds can be either combined with elicited prior beliefs to fully recover our test for prejudice or used to determine the set of prior beliefs that would (not) imply that a decision maker is prejudiced. We pursue the latter exercise in the online appendix.
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Endnotes

1 Prominent settings include hiring, consumer lending, and housing access. For recent reviews, see Riach and Rich (2002), Anderson et al. (2006), Lane (2016), Bertrand and Duflo (2017), Baert (2018), Neumark (2018), and Wozniak and MacNeill (2020).

2 Bartóš et al. (2016) develop a related model of discrimination based on selective attention and use it to explain empirical disparities in labor and housing markets.

3 Our test can be extended beyond binary decisions and states by applying the “no improving action switches” conditions of Caplin and Martin (2015) to group-specific choice data. Rambachan (2021) extends our test further to cover important settings in which there is missing data (e.g., screening decisions) and highlights the key role of exclusion restrictions in identification.

4 This evidence is more suggestive than conclusive because the ordering of productivity rates between hired men and unhired women is not statistically significant at traditional levels of significance, is not robust to pooling decisions across similar treatments, and can also be explained by incorrect prior beliefs. In the online appendix, we elaborate on the role of prior beliefs in our test.

5 To the best of our knowledge, this form of prejudice has not been proposed in the literature.

6 We follow the National Association of Black Journalists recommendation from June 2020 to capitalize all racial categories.
This allows us to use our test to infer prejudice in correspondence studies that exogenously vary observable nondemographic characteristics that correlate with quality. For a review of correspondence studies, see Quillian et al. (2017), Baert (2018), and Gaddis (2018).

Our framework can easily be expanded to consider more than binary identities if that distinction is recorded in the data.

We consider the case of incorrect prior beliefs in Section 5.

We consider the alternate case and study prejudicial disparities in this selection motive in Section 4.

Within each treatment, pairs of participants were selected as candidates for employment, and remaining participants were “employers” tasked with hiring one of the two candidates for a subsequent task. In total, the data analyzed from the experiment consists of 932 employer decisions over 76 mixed-gender candidate pairs.

A table that details the outcome probabilities for all treatments and decisions in the experiment is available in the online appendix.

The p-values are computed using a one-sample test of proportions that unhired women are more productive at least half of the time. We use this one-sample formulation because the outcomes of unhired women and hired men are perfectly correlated by the nature of the experimental design. Alternatively, using the clustered standard errors presented and discussed in Figure 1 results in a one-tail p-value of 0.23.

Comparing these hired outcome probabilities, the hit rate test of Knowles et al. (2001) would find significant evidence of prejudice against women, but their test is invalid in this context because of selection: hired employees are more productive than unhired employees.

In the pooled “no information” sample, unhired women and hired men are more productive 47.76% and 52.24% of the time, respectively. Further details are provided in Table 1 in the online appendix.

Motivated by our subsequent application, we use m and w in this section to denote minority and white applicants, respectively.

More specifically, the study randomly assigned 4,870 resumes to names that were selected for being strongly suggestive of race and gender. To measure differences in the returns to qualifications across race, the resumes were subjectively classified and further manipulated to be of either “high” or “low” quality. High-quality resumes had, on average, more experience, fewer employment gaps, an email address, foreign language skills, and additional certifications or honors. Each employment ad received four experimentally generated resumes: a high- and a low-quality resume with a typically African American or White name. Employment ads were answered in Boston and Chicago and were further classified into “administrative” and “sales” roles. Traditionally female names were sent to ads for administrative jobs, whereas both male and female names were sent to ads for sales jobs.

The p-values are computed from two-sample, one-sided tests of proportion. Alternatively, the one-sided test using the clustered standard errors in Figure 2 is smaller and significant at the 95% level of confidence (p = 0.047).

In the online appendix, we provide a robustness analysis for this result.

We are grateful to Roland Bénabou for this suggestion.

We are grateful to Laura Gee and Quoc-Anh Do for this suggestion.

We are grateful to Sigrid Sueters for this suggestion.

See Bohren et al. (2019) for a review of the literature on incorrect statistical discrimination and Bursztyn and Yang (2021) for a recent meta-analysis of field experiments documenting a broad pattern of group-based misperceptions in beliefs.

See Benjamin (2019) for a review of belief biases and Albrecht et al. (2013) for experimental evidence of discrimination being driven by conservatism in belief updating.

The indistinguishability between prior beliefs and taste thresholds has been discussed previously in the context of healthcare (Chandra and Staiger 2010, Abaluck et al. 2016) and is also formalized in Arnold et al. (2018).
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